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Abstract.
Recently discovered series of high Tc superconductors, characterized by the existence
of two types of cations within the same layer, are presented. The first family concerns the mercury
based cuprates, Hg1-xMxA2Cam-1CumO2m+2+03B4, with A
Ba and/or Sr, which exhibit structures
closely related to that of the thallium cuprates TlBa2Cam-1CumO2m+3. They differ from the thallium cuprates by a high oxygen deficiency at the level of the mercury layer. It is shown that cations
such as M
Cu, Pb, Tl, Bi, Ce, Pr, Cr, V, Mo, W, Ti, Sr, Ca,... can partially substitute for mercury
ions, stabilizing the structures. The cationic composition of the layer depends indeed on the nature of
the M cation but also on that of the alkaline earth A. For given A and M cations, the x value remains
unchanged even when the number of copper layers varies. M and Hg cations are either statistically
distributed over the same site or ordered. Different types of ordering have been detected. Another
way of generating mixed layers is to shear periodically the structure, leading to the formation of the
so called "collapsed phase". In the collapsed bismuth cuprates, bismuth and copper segments, a few
octahedra long, alternate in strongly waving layers. In the collapsed oxycarbonates, carbonate groups
and M cations are ordered within the intermediate layer so that they can be simply described from
a partial and ordered substitution of carbon for Hg,Tl, Bi and other M cations building the intermediate layer. The oxycarbonitrates (Y1-xCax)nBa2nCu3n-1(C,N)O3O7n-3 can also be described
as an ordered substitution of carbon for copper in the 123 matrix. The different families of superconducting materials which are generated by such mechanisms are described as well as the way the
different species are distributed within the mixed layers. Their influence on the physical properties
are discussed.
2014
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Introduction
An efficient way to modify the chemical and physical properties of metal oxides is to control
their stoichiometry, using especially ionic substitutions. Charge, ionic radius and electronic configuration of the ions, but also the framework they adopt, are therefore key factors. The perovskite structure AMO3_x is one of the most fascinating frameworks. Its great flexibility and
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Fig. 1.

Hgo.gBio.2Ba2Ca2Cu30g: a) idealized model of the 1223-type structure, b) [001] HREM image.
The cation positions are imaged as bright dots; they are indicated for every layer of the 1223-type structure.
The layer stacking along c is very regular.
-

adaptability to other structural families allow numerous substitutions to be expected without any
drastic structural change. A large range of chemical and physical properties which strongly depend on the stoichiometry make them very attractive. High temperature superconductivity is one
of them and the structure of the layered cuprates is a perfect model for illustrating the way several
species can be distributed within the same layer.
The parent structures of the copper based high Tc superconductors result from the ordered intergrowth of n rock salt-type and m oxygen deficient perovskite-type layers. This can be simply
expressed through the general formula [AO]n[A’Cu03-x]m (see Ref. [1] for review). The idealized structure of the n
2, m 3 member is shown in Figure 1. The bidimensional character of
the structure and the mixed valence of copper are two essential parameters for superconductivity.
Therefore, two types of layers are of importance: the copper layers, but also the intermediate
[AO] layers of the rock salt "slice" which are supposed to play the role of hole reservoir. New
copper based superconductors and related structures have been recently discovered, where Mixed
layers are formed, due to the occupancy of the metal sites by at least two types of cations in
an ordered or random manner. These mixed layers result from chemical mechanisms by stabilizing substitution solid solutions but also from more complex structural mechanisms such as
=

=
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crystallographic shearings. Three families are described in more detail here: the mercury based
cuprates [Hgi-~M~]A2Ca~-iCu~02~+2+$ with A Ba or Sr, the collapsed bismuth cuprates
and the collapsed superconducting oxycarbonates where carbonate groups are inserted in the
=

framework.
1. Stabilisation of Lead and

Mercury Based Cuprates

The first evidence of the stabilization of copper superconductors by mixing two types of cations
within the intermediate layer of the rock salt-type slice was observed in the lead 1212’s material.
The exploration of the lead based oxide systems according to the general formula [Pb,-,,M,,]Sr2
Cao.5Yo.5Cu2 Oy allowed to isolate nine superconductors with Tc’s up to 95 K; for x 0.5, M = Ca,
Sr, Cd, Mg, Ni, Zn, Cu, In, Ga [2-7] and for x = 0.3, M = Sc and Fe [8]. These cuprates exhibit
a rock salt-type slice built from one mixed [Pbl_xMxO] layer surrounded by two [SrO] layers.
Electron diffraction (ED) and high resolution electron microscopy (HREM) studies could not
detect any ordering between Pb and M in the mixed layer, whatever the nature of M. The critical
temperatures range between 0 and 95 K, depending on the nature, especially the ionic radius, of
the cation. Moreover, Tc exhibits a maximum versus the oxygen partial pressure indicating that
the oxygen content is another important factor. It appears, in fact, that the nature of the cation
M influences the redox equilibria PbII/PbIV and CuII/CuIII. The formation of mixed rock salt-type
layers appears to be essential for the stabilization of the lead based cuprates, since no undoped
lead material has been isolated until now.
The discovery of the 1201-type 94 K superconductor, HgBa2Cu04+s [9], showed that mercury
is able to lead to the formation of new cuprates, isotypic to the thallium series. Few months
later, the 1212, 1223 and 1234 members were stabilized, corresponding to the general formula
HgBa2Cam_iCumO2m+2+a with m = 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively [10-13]. Owing to its preference
for a twofold coordination, mercury is susceptible to ensure the junction between either octahedral perovskite layers (in 1201) or pyramidal copper layers (in 1212 and higher members), forming
linear HgII02 groups. As a result, the intermediate mercury layer is lacunar, so that it can accommodate the oxygen content necessary to create the mixed valence CuII/CuIII . The problem of these
new materials is that they need drastic conditions of synthesis (either very high pressures or moisture and C02 free atmospheres) so that they can hardly be isolated. Moreover, no pure strontium
equivalent series, HgSr2Cam_lCum02m+2+a, could be synthesised up to now. The lacunar character of the mercury layers can originate this metastability. A partial substitution of mercury by a
second M cation, which would exhibit a higher oxydation state, is a way to incorporate additional
oxygen atoms within the intermediate layer.
In the strontium based cuprates, Hgl_~MxSr2Cam_lCumOZm+2+a ((Hg,M)SC), mixed layers
have been conceived with M = Cu, Sr, Bi, Tl, Pb, Pr, Cr, Mo, Ce, Re; they are either of 1201-type
[14-17] or of 1212-type [18-24]. In the barium based cuprates, Hgi-~M~Ba2Ca~-iCu~02~+2+~
((Hg,M)BC), M can be Ca, Bi, Pb, V, Mo, W, Ti, Cr, Al, Ga, Ge [25-30] and the 1201, 1212
and 1223’s members have been isolated. They are listed in tables I and II. The M cations are
so different (ionic radius, electronic configuration..) that one can rise the question: how these
cations are distributed within the layers ?
=

The stacking sequences of the rock salt and perovskite layers along
1.1 LAYERS STACKING.
the c axis, for the different the 1201, 1212 and 1223-types, are generally highly regular. This is
illustrated by a single example displayed in Figure Ib, the 1223 cuprate Hgo,BBio,2Ba2CaZCu30g+s,
where the positions of the cations are imaged as white dots so that the sequence of the layers along
c can be easily identified (marked in the right part of the micrograph).
-
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Table 1.

-

of the "1201 "and "1212" (Hg, M)SC cuprates
superconducting material).

Characteristics

(onset) (N. S.

=

non

Cell parameters and T,

Electron microscopy and EDS analyses clearly illustrate that
the content x pf the foreign cation follows two general rules. First, for a given cation M and
a given alkaline earth A, x value remains unchanged for the different members of a series; for
instance, x is 0.5 (Hgo.5Bio.5) for the 1201 and 1212 strontium cuprates and 0.2 (Hgo.8Bio.2) for
the 1201, 1212 and 1223 barium cuprates. Second, x is lower in the barium compounds than in
the strontium compounds. This is consistent with the existence of the "pure" barium cuprates
and with the non existence of the "pure" strontium compounds. Such a behaviour emphasizes the
role of the foreign cation in the stabilization of the strontium mercury based cuprates. Another
problem is the distribution of Hg and M within the intermediate layer. In the strontium based
compounds, we observe two types of behavior depending on the nature of the cation.
1.2 CATIONIC DISTRIBUTION.

-
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Table II.
Characteristics of the "1201", "1212" and
and Tc (onset) (N. S.
non superconducting material).
-

=

"1223-(Hg, M)BC cuprates Cell parameters
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For M = Cu, Ca, Bi, Tl, Pb, Cr, and Mo, the electron diffraction study and the HREM images
indicate a perovskite cell periodicity with parameter: ap N 3.8A. At the level of the mixed layer, no
variation nor modulation of the contrast is observed indicating a statistical distribution of mercury
and M cations on the same crystallographic site.

praesodymium, cerium and strontium compounds. For the 1201
compound, Hgo.4Pro.6Sr2-~Pr~Cu04+~ [15], an orthorhombic cell is observed with a
2ap,
b
c1201 (Fig. 2b). The HREM images (Fig. 2a) show a very regular variation of
ap and c
the contrast at the level of the "mercury" layers, where one grey dot alternâtes with one bright
dot along a. This effect is correlated to an ordering of the Hg and Pr atoms in the mercury layer
in such a way that one mercury row alternâtes with one praesodymium row along a (Fig. 2b). The
simulated images show that the variations in the cation environment, i. e. the oxygen positions, are
mostly involved in the contrast variations. In the 1212 oxides, HgOAPrO.6Sr2Srl-xPrxCu206+8 [21],
two kinds of ordering are observed for the same composition. The first type, termed orthorhombic I, exhibits a doubling of the cell with aj
2ap, bI ap and ci C1212 whereas the second,
termed orthorhombic II, corresponds to a doubling of the a and c parameters, an
2ap, bii ap
and en
2c1212; the [010] ED patterns of the two types are given in Figures 3a and 4a, respectively.
The corresponding HREM images (Figs. 3b and 4b) clearly show the ordering phenomenon which
takes place at the level of the mercury layer. One observes, as for the 1201’s, that one row of mercury alternates with one row of praesodymium along a; in the orthorhombic 1 (OI), two successive
rows of mercury are aligned along c so that the c parameter, c1212, remains unchanged (Fig. 3c),
whereas in the orthorhombic II (On), successive rows are shifted by an/2, leading to a doubling of
the C1212 parameter (Fig. 4c). The theoretical images, calculated on the basis of the two structural
hypotheses, confirm this interpretation.
The situation is different for

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

To understand the different parameters which govern the ordering mechanisms in these oxides,
third member of the cuprate family was prepared [31], keeping unchanged the cationic composition of the mixed layer, Hgo.4Pro.6Sr2Sro.3Pri 7Cu208+$. This cuprate exhibits a 1222-type
structure i.e. the [Sri-~Pr~] oxygen deficient layer located between the two pyramidal copper
layers is replaced by a double [Sr2-,,Pr,,021 fluorite-type layer (Fig. 5a). In that way, the two
structures exhibit a very close relationship but they differ by the distance between two successive ordered planes which is approximately 15 À in 1222, larger than for the previous compounds
for 1212 and 9 À for 1201). High resolution images along the [010] section directly reveal
the ordering. In Figure 5b, the copper configuration is imaged as intense bright dots while the
double Pr-Pr layer in between the two Cu layers is imaged as an almost continuous dark band.
The [(Hg,Pr)08] plane is characterized in this contrast by a series of heavy dark dots, separated
by approximately 2ap = 7.6 À. According to the simulations, these dark dots image the Pr configuration within the mixed plane. Two remarks could be made here. First, the 2ap periodicity is
no longer respected over large distances as a result of the existence of an antiphase shift which
occurs within the [(Hg,Pr)Oô plane (see white arrowheads in Fig. 5b). Second, because of the
presence of the double [Sr2_ x Prx O2 ] fluorite-type layer in the basic 1222 structure, equivalent Pr
(or Hg) positions cannot be aligned along c in subsequent [(Hg,Pr)Oô] planes; they are necessarily shifted by 1/2ap or -1/2ap. We can observe that the Hg/Pr ordering does occur within a
single [(Hg,Pr)08] plane, but the correlation between successive [(Hg,Pr)06] planes is virtually
completely lost. The relation between the ordering in successive [(Hg,Pr)Oô] planes is random
and hence it is impossible to maintain an orthorhombic cell as in the basic 1222 structure. We
therefore have to describe the structure as triclinic with unit cell parameters at = 2ap, bt = bp,
et = l/2(ci222 + ap + bp) and angles 82.9°, 82.9° and 90° respectively. The defect due to the lack
of correlation between two successive layers can be described as nano-scale twinning.
a

(12 À
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Fig. 2.

-

Othorhombic ordered 1201

Hgo.4Pro.6Sr2-yPryCU04+,S: a)[100] HREM image showing the conHg/Pr layer and b) idealized model of the ordered structure with

trast variation at the level of the mixed
a

=

2ap.

For the

Hg/Pr barium based compounds, the Hg/Pr ratio within a mixed layer is significantly
lower;
example, it is close to 5 in the 2212 cuprate Hgi 5Ba2?ri 3Cu2 208-~ [32] and in the
2222 cuprate Hgl.5Ba2Pr2.3CU2.2010-6 [33], compared to 2/3 in the strontium based compounds
(1201, 1212 or 1222’s). These two structures can be described starting from the 1212 and 1222
as an
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Fig.

3.

-

OI -structure ôf the 1212

Hgo.4Sr2.7Pro.9Cu207: a) [010]

ED pattern,

b)

HREM

image

and

c) idealized model.

mercury layer in the rock salt "slice" (Figs. 6a and b) . The high
regularity of the contrast at the level of the mixed layers is illustrated for the 2222’s in Figure 6c
where the positions of the cations are imaged as intense bright dots (the nature of the different
layers is identified in the left part of the micrograph): a very regular contrast is observed at the
level of the mercury layers so that we can assume a statistical distribution of the Hg and Pr atoms
within the mixed planes.
structures

by only adding

a
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Fig.

4.

-

On

-structure of the 1212

HgoASrz.7PrO.9CuZ07: a) [010]

ED pattern,

b)

HREM

image

and

c) idealized model.

1.3 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES.
As mentioned here above, the structure of the substituted mercury barium cuprates [Hg1 _ x Mx ]Ba2Cam _ 1 Cum 02m+2+b is similar to that of the undoped oxides ; they only differ by the oxygen content of the mercury layer. The structural evolution is very
similar in the 1201, 1212 and 1223 series. An anisotropy effect is observed, with a collapsing
of the c parameter whose amplitude depends on the nature and the content x of the cation M.
One of the most important result of the investigation of the superconducting properties of these
-
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Fig. 5.
the

HgoAPro.6Srz.3Prl. 7CUZ 09: a) idealized model of
partial ordering of the cations within the mixed layer.
-,

cuprates [25-30] deals with the fact that

a

the 1222 structure and b) HREM image showing

great number of these

new

superconductors exhibit
undoped

very performant characteristics, i.e. similar critical temperatures (with regard to the
materials) and good superconducting volume fractions (40% to 90%) (Tabs. I and II).
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6.

Idealized structures of the a) 2212’s, b) 2222’s and c) HREM image of
praseodymium oxide. No contrast variation is observed at the level of the mixed layers.

Fig.

-

a

2222 mercury
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For the strontium based 1201 and 1212 cuprates, [Hg,-,,M,,]Sr2Ca,-,CU,02,,,+2+6, critical
temperatures ranging from 27 to 95 K have been observed with good superconducting volume
fractions. These temperatures are, in a general way, lower than those observed in the mercury
barium based oxides; this effect can be
to that observed in the thallium based superconductors. The most spectacular feature of these materials deals with the superconducting properties of the praesodymium 1212 mercury cuprates that exhibit a critica~ temperature up to 85 K
as, for instance, for the praseodymium rich phase Hgo.4Pro.6Sr2.7Pro.3CU206+6 for which a very
high diamagnetic volume fraction (90%) and a sharp transition are observed. This effect of Pr
which enhances dramatically the superconducting properties of the 1212 phase, and increases especially Tc’s is fundamentally opposite to what is observed for other cuprates such as the "123"
phase in which the introduction of Pr kills superconductivity.

compared

2.

Super~nducting Oxycarbonates

Introducing carbonate groups in the perovskite related structures of the copper oxides is another
rather recently recognized structural mechanism. It results in the formation of new phases, called
the "copper oxycarbonates", which exhibit original structures and very interesting physical properties. Several recently discovered structural families have been isolated, which can be differentiated
by the composition of the layer where the carbonate groups are inserted. "Pure" carbonate layers
are only built up from carbonate groups whereas "mixed" layers are built up from the coexistence
of copper-oxygen or metal-oxygen polyhedra and carbonate groups; both are sandwiched between
two

[AO] layers.

2.1 THE PARENT STRUCTURES WITH PURE CARBONATE LAYERS. - The simplest structure
of the strontium based copper oxycarbonate Sr2Cu02C03 [34], can be simply described from
the ordered substitution of one [Cu02] layer by a [C0]oo layer every two units in a perovskite
framework (Fig. 7a). This mechanism was applied to the layered superconducting cuprates.
According to this mechanism, two families are generated which are built up from the intergrowth of one 1201 (ASr2Cu05) or 2201 (Bi2Sr2Cu06) unit with one, or more, S2CC units.
They can be expressed by the general formula [1201]m[Sr2Cu02C03]~, [35-41] or [2201]m[Sr2
CU02C03]n [42-48], respectively; the members m = 1/n = 1 are drawn in Figures 7b and c,
respectively.’ The 2201 members are only bismuth based whereas in the 1201, the metallic sites
of the intermediate layer are occupied by thallium, lead, mercury, bismuth or "mixed cations" as
reported in the first section. The members corresponding to n 1, 2 and 3 have been isolated
=

(Tab. III).
The first HREM studies showed that carbonate groups give rise to a very typical contrast for
several focus values, such as -20, -50 and -85 nm (for V 200 kV and Cs = 0.4 mm and crystal
thickness ~
One example is given in Figure 8 for the oxycarbonate Pbo.7Hgo.3Sr4cu2co3
where
the
intense
07-8
bright dots are correlated to the light electron density zones. In the
HREM images, the carbonate layers are characterized by a triple row of bright dots which is
correlated to the oxygen atoms belonging to the triple layer [(SrO)(CO)(SrO)] (Fig. 7b). Two
other examples are given in Figures 9a and b, for the members n
2 and 3 of the bismuth oxythe
bismuth layers are imaged as two rows of dark dots
carbonates, respectively. In Figure 9a,
and the two carbonate layers as two rows of bright dots (they are indicated by curved arrows).
The sequence of the layer stacking along the c axis appears very clearly; such a structure can thus
be described from the intergrowth of one 2201 unit, Bi2Sr2Cu06, with two Sr2Cu02C03 units
(Fig. 7d). The member n = 3, [Bi2Sr2CU06ll[Sr2CU02CO313, was also isolated. As usually observed in series built up from the intergrowth of two structural units, the higher members are often
=

30A).

=
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Idealized models of: a) Sr2Cu02C03, b) [1201]1[Sr2CuO2CO3]1, c) [2201]1[Sr2Cu02C03]1,
Fig. 7.
d) [2201],[Sr2CU02CO3]2 and e) [CaCu02]3 [Ba2Cu02C03]1 structures.
-

suffering from intergrowth defects.

One example is given in Figure 10a where n members as high
10 are observed. The calculated images confirm this interpretation and so the carbonate layers
can be easily identified. An example is given in Figure 10b for the n
2 member of the bismuth
For
a
focus
value
close
to
-20
nm
the
bismuth
family.
positions appear as dark dots (straight
and
the
carbon
as
dots
surrounded
arrows)
positions grey
by bright dots (curved arrows).
as

=
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Table III.

-

Characteristics of the oxycarbonates.

The bismuth oxycarbonates exhibit incommensurate modulations along the b axis which can be
directly compared to those observed in the 2201, 2212 and 2223 bismuth cuprates. These modulations vary with the Bi/Sr ratio and with the Bi/Sr and Bi/Pb ratios in the lead doped materials.
An example is given in Figure 11 for n = 2; the two rows of carbonate groups are indicated by
curved arrows and the modulations of the bismuth layers are clearly observed. In the lead doped
samples, the coexistence of "normal" Bi-type and Pb-type modulations are observed along the
b axis, varying and disappearing with the lead content [43,48] ; such a behavior is similar to that
observed in the bismuth cuprates.

Another structural family exhibits "pure" carbonate layers, substituting copper layers in a perovskite-type matrix [49]. The structure consists of an intergrowth of one Ba2Cu02C03 unit with
m units of the so-called "infinite layer structure", CaCu02, according to the general formulation
(CaCu02)m(Ba2Cu02C03)n. The main member Ba2Ca3CU4CO308 (m 3, n = 1), consists of
double layers of Cu04 groups sandwiched by pyramidal layers and interconnected with layers of
C03 groups (Fig. 7e). It should be noted that these materials are only prepared in thin film by
laser ablation and have not been prepared, at the present time, by solid state reactions.
=
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Fig.

8. - HREM image of the

cation

positions

are

imaged

as

(1201]1[Sr2Cu02C03]1 oxycarbonate Hgo 3Pbo7Sr4Cu2(C03)07.

dark dots and the carbonate

layer is indicated by

a

curved

The

arrow.

PARENT STRUCTURES. - Generally,
characterized
by a very regular stacking of the lay[ 1201 ] 1 [Sr2Cu02C03]1 oxycarbonates
ers along the c axis, in spite of the number of different layers constituting the framework. Among
the other defects which have been detected and interpreted in these materials, only two examples
will be presented here; they involve structural mechanisms leading to ordering phenomena.
2.2 MICROSTRUCTURE

the

OF THE

[1201]i[Sr2Cu02C03]i
are

Ordered Substitution of Strontium for Bismuth (or Mercury): the Mixed Layers
[(Bi, Hg)2/3Sri/30~]oo. - Parts of the crystals sometimes exhibit superstructures characterized
by a tripling of the periodicity along b. [100] HREM images (Fig. 12a) evidence the existence
of an ordering phenomenon at the level of the mixed "Bi-Hg" layer. This feature is only locally
2.2.1

Locally

122

images of a) a [2201]i[Sr2Cu02C03]2 and b) a [2201]1(Sr2Cu02C03J3 members of the
bismuth oxycarbonate family. The carbonate rows are indicated by curved arrows in the first image and the
double bismuth layer appears as a double row of dark dots, for a periodicity of 5.43 nm along c. In the
second image, the existence of triple adjacent rows of carbonate groups (spaced by 0.75 nm since separated
by copper rows) is clearly visible.

Fig.

9.

-

HREM

123

Fig. 10.
a) HREM image showing the existence of [Sr2Cu02C03jm defects with m up to 10 in the
[2201]1[Sr2Cu02C03]1 bismuth oxycarbonate. The number of adjacent carbonate rows, i.e. the m value,
-

is

indicated by black numbers. b) Calculated images, for focus values ranging from
member ([110] orientation, crystal thickness 30Â and Cs

[220111[Sr2CU02CO311

=

=

20 to -70 nm, of the
0.4 mm).

established on a few hundred angstroms wide (curved arrows) and separated by oxycarbonate
slices where the phenomenon is not established (straight arrows). In the mixed layer, one cation
out of three appears as a brighter dot. The EDS analysis of such a small area shows an increase of
the strontium content correlated to a decrease of the (Hg + Bi) content whereas the Cu amount
remains unchanged: Hg/Bi/Sr/Cu
0.3/0.4/4.3/2. They suggest a local substitution of strontium
for mercury and bismuth, according to the formulation [(Bi,H9)2/3Srl/3]Sr4CU2(CO3)07-6 . Such
a composition of the rock salt layers can be compared to that observed in the ordered "1201"
cuprate [50]. From these observations a structural model can be proposed (Fig. 12b) with mixed
[(Bi,Hg)2/3Sri/30~]oo layers where the rows of cations running along b are characterized by the
=
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Fig.

11.

-

[100] image showing the

modulated structure of the

[2201]1 [Sr2Cu02C03]2

bismuth oxycar-

bonate.

ordered sequence "Sr-Bi(Hg)-Bi(Hg)". The calculated
3ap" confirm this model.

images

for the orthorhombic cell

"ap

x

2.2.2 ShearingMechanisms.
Most of the Hgo.sBio.sSr4Cu207C03 crystals show straight boundaries parallel to (010). The mean distance between these boundaries is about 500À. The enlarged
images (Fig. 13a) show that it simply corresponds to a shearing mechanism involving a translation
by c/2 of a part of the structure with respect to the other. Through such a mechanism, the mixed
(Hg, Bi, Sr) layers are connected to the carbonate layers and vice-versa (Fig. 13b).
-

2.3 THE COLLAPSED [1201]m[S2CC]n OXYCARBONATES. - A group of new materials is directly related to the [1201]m[SrZCu02C03]n family. They are generated by a periodic shearing
mechanism similar to the one presented as defect for the BilHg strontium oxycarbonate (Fig. 13b).
Theywere firstly observed for a barium for strontium partial substitution in the different [1201]m
[Sr2 Cu02 C03 ] n members. Contrary to the 1201 and 1212 members of the thallium family where
solid solutions are obtained, the introduction of barium in the framework of the oxycarbonates
[1201 ]m[S2CC]n induces shearing.
The first original phase was obtained for the nominal compositions TlSr4-~Ba~Cu2(C03)07,
with 1 x 2 [51]. The E.D. study gave evidence of an orthorhombic cell with a = 3.85 À = ap,
b

=

30.51 Â N 8ap and c =16.73 Â and possible space groups Ammm and Amm2.
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Fig. 12.
cated

a) Ordering phenomena in mixed [(Bi, Hg)2/3Sri/30b] layers. The non ordered layers are indiby straight arrows, b) idealized model of the ordered structure projected along a.
-

The way the different cations are distributed in the matrix is understood from HREM images
(Fig. 14), so that a structural model was proposed. Starting from the structure of [1201][Sr2Cu02
C03] (Fig. 7b), the structure of TlBa2Sr2Cu2(C03)07 can be obtained by a shearing mechanism
along c i. e. by a translation of c/2 of the latter structure every four Cu06 octahedra as schematized
in Figure 15a. From this shearing mechanism, it appears that the [Cu02]~ layers and the [Sr0]oo
layers of each block remain unchanged and form infinite layers parallel to (001). This is not the

126

Fig.13.

-

Hg,.5BiO.5Sr4CU207CO3: a) formation of shearing mechanism and b) connection of

the different

layers.
case for the [T10]oo ribbons which are limited to four Tl atoms along b and are connected to
ribbons of four C03 groups. Thus, the [A0]oo and [C0]oo layers of the [1201][Sr2Cu02C03]
structure (with A
Tl, Bi, Pb,Hg) are replaced by mixed layers [(T10)4(CO)4]oo characterized by
a sequence of four thallium atoms and four carbonate groups along b.
Such a replacement of thallium by carbon within a same layer rises the issue of the adaptation
of these elements owing to their large size differences which imply Tl-0 apical distances of about
The answer to this question was
2.00 À, much larger than the C-0 distances along c (about
given by the [100] HREM images for different focus values. For the focus values where the atoms
of the [Cu02]oo layers are highlighted (Fig. 14c), it can be seen that these layers undulate with a
rather large amplitude. The validity of this model was checked by image calculations. The atomic
positions of the cations Tl, Ba, Sr and Cu were deduced from powder X-ray data refinements;
since it is unreasonable to refine the atomic positions of carbons and oxygens in a such complex
matrix, these atoms were located in ideal positions, taking into consideration the usual interatomic
distances. The projection of this structure is shown in Figure 15a. Image calculations have been
performed for this model varying the crystal thickness and the focus values. For the Scherzer value
(-20 nm), we observe at the level of the mixed layer (curved arrow) the alternation of four black
dots, correlated to Tl positions, with four grey dots, correlated to the carbon positions; the grey
dots are surroundèd by four bright dots, correlated to oxygen and vacancy positions, as explained
above. A superimposition of the calculated and experimental images is shown in Figure 14c.
=
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Fig.

14.

TlBa2Sr2Cu207C03 : a) HREM image of the collapsed structure where the position of the
carbonate groups appears as very bright dots, b) HREM image where the [Cu02] layers are highlighted
showing the strong undulation of the copper layers and c) comparison of the experimental and calculated
images for D f ~ -20 nm.
-

The structure of this new oxycarbonate (Fig. 15a) therefore consists of modulating single perovskite layers connected through [(TIO)4(CO)4]oo layers. Two successive perovskite layers wave
in antiphase so that the larger spaces between such layers are occupied by thallium whereas the
C03 groups are located in the narrower spaces.
In fact, this new structure is also closely related to that of the 1201-thallium cuprates TlBa2Cu0s
[52] and Tlo.sPbo.ssr2Cu0s [53] which consists of single perovskite layers intergrown with rock salt
layers (Fig. 15b). They can be described as a "1201" type structure in which the [T10]oo layers
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15.
Idealized drawings of the a) collapsed oxycarbonate TlBa2Sr2Cu207C03, b) 1201’s showing
that the two structures can be described from a single perovskite-type layer intergrown with a double rock
salt-type layer. In the collapsed structure the intermediate layer is a mixed TI/C layer whereas in the second
one it is a pure Tl layer.

Fig.

-

replaced by ordered mixed [(T10)4(CO)4]oo layers, involving an undulation of the [SrCu03]00
perovskite-type layers characterized by a periodicity of eight octahedra.
The ordered presence of carbonate groups and AO., polyhedra within a single layer involves
the formation of modulated structures. In the case of the thallium oxycarbonates, TlSr4_ x Bax CU2
(C03)07, the shear plane is ~100~ but changing the conditions of synthesis and the balance Ba/Sr
allows to alter the modulation period and obtain commensurate or incommensurate superstructures [50,54,55].
are
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Different types of modulations have been observed by changing the nature of the cations. In
the Hgo5Pbo5Sr3 2BaogCu2(C03)07-~ oxycarbonate [57], the modulation in the (110)* plane
can be described by a reciprocal vector, q
m(a* + b* ) where m varies slightly from crystallite
to crystallite, but is around m
0.089. In real space, this corresponds to a wavelength À of about
11.2 times dllo.
The XRD and HREM studies show that the mechanism of modulation which results from the
Hg/C substitution is in fact more complex. It is therefore essential to determine the different
parameters which govem the modulations. On the bases of the oxycarbonates synthesized until
now, periodic shear planes are only formed in few "pure" strontium oxycarbonates whereas they
systematically appear in every "pure" barium based and mixed barium/strontium oxycarbonates.
Only one "pure" barium material has indeed been synthesised, HgBa4Cu2(C03)07-8 [58], which
exhibits a {100} modulated structure with a periodicity q
6ap along the b direction. For the
mixed Ba/Sr oxycarbonates [56,57], the wavelength of the modulation appears as a critical parameter on the orientation of the shear plane; when the structures are {100} modulated the q
value is 6, 7 or 8 (or intermediate non integer values ranging between 6 and 8) while the q value
ranges between 9 and 11 for thé {110} modulated structure. The influence of the size of the
cation in the [AO] layer (A
Hg, Tl, Pb, Bi or transition metal) which will be ordered along
b (collapsed oxycarbonates) or along c (oxycarbonates 1201/S2CC) with the carbonate groups is
of importance since the limit compounds Ba2Cu02C03 and Sr2Cu02C03, as well as the solid
solution Ba2-~Sr~Cu02C03, are not modulated.
=

=

=

=

3. The

Collapsed 2201,
Oxycarbonate

2212

Cuprates

and the

Collapsed [Bi2 Sr2 CuO6 ] 1 [Sr2Cu02C03] i

As described above, collapsing mechanisms involve that layers of different nature are connected.
In the collapsed [1201]~.,.L [Sr2CU02CO31,, oxycarbonates (Sect. 2), it was shown that the carbonate
layers are connected to the [AO] layers, so that mixed [(A,C)08] layers are formed but the copper
planes remain unchanged in the new structures. The problem is different in the bismuth phases
because one additional [BiO] layer exists in the rock salt "slice". This rises the question of the
layer interconnection since the rock salt "slice" is built up from the sequence [SrO] [BiO] [BiO]
[SrO] which would involve a more complex junction, especially at the level of the copper layers,
as that observed in the [1201][Sr2Cu02C03]compounds.

3.1 THE COLLAPSED 220l’S AND 2212’s BISMUTH CUPRATES. - A large family of original bismuth cuprates where shearing phenomena take place periodically has been characterized : they are termed "the collapsed 2201 and 2212 bismuth cuprates". Bil7Srl6Cu7049 [59] and
Bil4+xSr7Ba7Cu7-x042+x/2 [60] are the members n = 8 and n 7 of the simple collapsed series
(Bi2A2Cu06)~-2(Bi4+~A4Cu2-~Oi2+x/2)’ Their structure (Fig. 16b) are derived from that of
the superconducting 2201 phase Bi2Sr2Cu06 (Fig. 16a ) by a periodic shearing along c forming
2201-type ribbons that are 8 or 7 (Fig. 16b) octahedra wide, respectively. The barium based oxide, Bi6Ba4Cu2015 [61], can be described as a double collapsed phase; it consists indeed of a first
translation along c similar to that observed in the strontium phase (Fig. 16b), combined with a
translation along b of
(Fig. 16c). The crystallographic collapsing plane (CCP) is fOlO}2201
in the two Sr phases, whereas it is {012}22oi in the pure Ba phase. In all these structures a "Bi"
string is connected to a "Sr(Ba)" string on one side and to a "Cu" string on the other side.
A collapsed 2212 bismuth cuprate, Bil6Sr28CU17069+6, has also been synthesized for the first
time [62]; it crystallises in a monoclinic cell with a
49.762 À, b = 5.494 À, c 16.433 À and
with
13
and
as
111.32°,
C2 possible space groups. The [010] HREM images (Fig. 17a)
C2/m, Cm
=

apJ2

=

=

=
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Fig. 16.

-

Idealized structures of

a) (2201), b) n = 7 -2201 collapsed and c) double 2201 collapsed phase.

allows the superstructure along a to be interpreted. To understand the mode of layer connection, a
theoretical model, based on an undistorted 2212’framework., is shown in Figure 17b. This structure
can be described as a double collapsed 2212, the CCP being {011}22i2? it is a n
9 member,
refering to the width of the 2212 ribbons. Through the junction, each (BiO)9 segment is connected
to a [Sr0]26 segment on one side and to a [Cu02] 1~ segment on the other side; such a linking
of the segments is similar to that observed in the 2201 collapsed phases. In the same way, one
[Cu02] 1~ segment is connected to two [BiO]9 segments and one [SrO]26 segment is connected to
two [BiO]9 segments. The ideal formula, Bil8Sr26CU17070, is close to the nominal composition,
Bil6/Sr28/CU17. This idealized model must, in fact, be corrected considering the experimental
images. Firstly, the [Bi0]oo ribbons modulate according to a movement similar to that observed
in the 2212 modulated superconductor and the collapsed 2201 phases. The other layers modulate
also in the matrix, since they suffer this modulation and because they are connected to another
layer which exhibits different thicknesses. Second, at the level of the connection of the different
[010] tapes, contrast variations suggest cationic substitutions which would explain the difference
between the actual and theoretical compositions.
=
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Fig. 17.
double

a) [010] HREM image of the double collapsed 2212 phase and b) idealized drawing of the 2212
collapsed structure.
-
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The

collapsed oxycarbonate, Bil5Sr29CU12(CO3)7056, exhibits also a monoclinic cell, with a
18.796 Â, b 5.486 À, c 39.506 Â and B 111.67°, with A2~m, Am and A2 as possible space
groups [63]. As for the other bismuth based phases, the cation distribution of this complex structure has been identified using HREM and the previous works on modulated collapsed and oxycarbonate phases. The existence of Bi2Sr4Cu2(C03)Og - type ribbons running along c is, here again,
straightforward and the identification of the layer sequence within the 7 octahedra wide ribbons
is the first step. In Figure 18a, the heavy atom positions appear as bright dots. The contrast can
be described from two groups of rows of bright dots: the first one is a group of four rows, oval
shaped, correlated to the sequence (SrO)7-(BiO)7-(BiO)7-(SrO)7; the second is a group of two
rows correlated to two (SrO)7 ribbons. The layer sequence along c within the ribbons is that of
the m
1 and n
1 oxycarbonate Bi2Sr4Cu2(C03)Og [42]. The formation of ribbons results
from a collapsing opération : one CCP is parallel to the (010) plane of the orthorhombic oxycarbonate Bi2Sr4CU2(CO3)08, i.e to the (010)2201 plane since the latter can be described from the
intergrowth of 2201 and Sr2Cu02C03 =units (Fig. 7c) and exhibits a and c axes parallel to those
of the 2201 structure. Two oval shaped "Bi" segments are translated about 10 À along c. The
connection of the (010) tapes, through the CCP, can be easily observed on the images. An idealized model of the collapsed oxycarbonate is shown in Figure 18b. Such a theoretical structure
would correspond to the ideal formula Bi14Sr28Cu14056 (C03)7 ; however, as mentioned for the
2212 collapsed cuprate, the contrast variation at the level of the CCP plane suggests the existence
of local cationic substitution, such as the replacement of copper by Bi or Sr atoms at the extremities of the copper segments. This is in agreement with the nominal and actual composition which
corresponds to the cationic ratio Bi,5/Sr2g/CU12 instead of Bil4lSr2s/Cul4.
This structure can thus be described as a 101012201 collapsed oxycarbonate which results from a
shearing operation, every seven octahedra, in the m = 1 and n = 1 member of the Bi oxycarbonate
(Bi2Sr2Cu06)m(Sr2CuC0302)n.
=

=

=

=

=
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4. Mixed Cu/M Layers: the YCaBa4Cu5M03011 Superconductor and the Différent Members of
the Family (Yl_~Cax)Ba2nCu3n-1MU3U7n-3 with M = C, N

Substituting Cu04 groups by C03 groups in the 123 framework [64-67] leads, most of the time,
a destruction of the superconducting properties of the barium based materials but it is also
one of the ways for stabilizing pure "123" strontium based materials which cannot be isolated in a
C02 free atmosphere. During the synthesis of 123 ceramics, such unintentional C for Cu substitution mechanisms often occurs, which must however be taken into consideration for optimizing
superconducting behaviour.
In the "123" structure the Cu(l) atoms of the square planar groups between the pyramidal layers can partly be replaced by C03 groups. A systematic exploration of these "123" oxycarbonates
was performed. It allows new oxycarbonates Yl.6Cao.4Ba4CU5(CO3)011 and Y4 Sr8 Cui i (C03 )025
to be isolated which exhibit supercells with a
2a123, b a123, c 2c123 (Fig. 19c) and a 4a123,
b
HREM
The
studies
show that these structures can be described
a123~ ~ _ c123, respectively.
the
rows
of
ordered
of
by
replacement
square planar groups by rows of C03 groups without
in
the
content
"123" structure. The key of the stabilization of such
the
total
changing
oxygen
ordered structures deals with the fact that one corner of the triangular C03 groups is directed
toward the adjacent Cu04 square plane at the level of Cu(1), forming Cu05 pyramids instead of
Cu04 groups (Fig. 19a). As a result a large family of oxycarbonates, with the generic formula
(Y,Ca)n(Ba,Sr)2nCU3n-l(C03)07n-3 can be predicted which correspond to various ordered replacements of Cu04 groups by C03 groups. The oxycarbonate Yi 6Cao 4Ba4Cu5(C03)On represents the member n
2 of this series and the oxycarbonate Y4SrgCull(C03)025, the member
to

=

=

=

n = 4.

=

=

=
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Fig. 18.

-

a) HREM image of Bil5Sr29Cu12 (C03)~056, b) idealized model of

the collapsed oxycarbonate.

The great similarity of the geometry and dimensions of the triangular N03 groups with the C03
groups suggests that it should be possible to replace C03 groups by N03 according to a mechanism
similar to that observed for the carbonates. The oxydizing character of nitrates should be more
favorable for the appearance of superconductivity.
The introduction of nitrate groups in the "123" matrix [68] leads to a 82 K new superconductor YCaBa4CU5(NO3)0.3(CO3)0.7011 which can be considered as the second member of a large
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a) Idealized models of the n 2 and n 4 members of the 123-type oxycarbonate, b) overall
[010] image showing the regular distribution of the C03 and N03 groups in the matrix and c) corresponding

Fig. 19.
ED

-

pattern.
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Fig.

19.

2013

(continued)

family (Y1_xCax)nA2nCu3n-1(M03)07n-3 [69] where A is Ba or Sr and M is C, N or B. The
X-ray diffraction patterns of these phases are closely related to that of the "123" structure and
can be indexed in a "123" orthorhombic subcell. A typical contrast of the HREM images consists
of rows of small white dots, lined up along a (Fig. 19b) with a periodicity of 7.7A corresponding to
a ~ 2a123 ; these rows are spaced by 11.5À(cl23) but the white dots are shifted by a123 in one row
with regard to the adjacent ones so that c
2c123. This contrast is typical of the structure of the
123-type oxycarbonate Yi.2Cao.8Ba4CU5(CO3)011 and is consistent with the ordered substitution
of one row of square planar groups out of two in the 123 structure by one row of triangular C03
and N03 groups (Fig. 19a) [64,67]. The white dots are correlated to the rows of C03 or N03
groups at the level of Cu(l) in the intermediate layer of the 123 structure. Such images confirm
that the substitution is ensured in an almost regular way throughout the crystals. No distinction
can be made between nitrate and carbonate groups, in agreement with the almost equal scattering
=

factors of N and C and the identical geometry and size of the N03 and C03 groups. Under these
conditions, the contrast was interpreted using’the simulated images calculated for the oxycarbonate

(Yi~Ca~2Ba4Cu5(C03)On.

The formation of 90° oriented domains whose size varies in a large range is a frequent feature
in these mixed materials. An example is shown in Figure 20a where the two domains and the
boundaries are parallel to (001) which is the common plane. In this image, recorded for a focus
value close to -60 nm, the contrast consists of two groups of staggered rows of white dots; the three
rows of small dots are correlated to the positions of the (Y, Ca) and Cu(2) atoms of the pyramidal
layers; the two rows of bright dots of the second group are correlated to the barium positions.
Carbonate groups are often localized at the domain boundaries. This preferential localization
and the decrease of the orthorhombic distortion of the 123 cell are supposed to generate such
oriented domains.
The regularity of the stacking of the rows of M03 groups (M
C, N) and Cu05 pyramids is
This
formation
of other members of the
sometimes broken.
phenomenon corresponds to the local
series (Yi~Ca~Ba2~Cu3~i(M03)07~3. In Figure 20b, for a focus value close to 10 nm, we
observe clearly the rows of white dots correlated to the N03 and C03 groups. It can be seen that
2 matrix,
for a large part of the crystal, the spacing of these dots is of 7.7A, characteristic of the n
=

=
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a) 90° oriented domains in the 123 - type oxycarbonitrate and b) aleatory sequences of different
members (n varying between 2 and 6).

Fig. 20.
n

-
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but that this spacing can also take digèrent values, such as 11.55 A,15.4 A, 23.1 A, corresponding
to a variation of the superstructure along a, i.e. a equal to 3a123, 4a123 and 6a123, respectively.
Such defects are easily interpreted as the members n = 3, 4 and 6 of the family; their structure is
described as an ordered stacking along a of rows of Cu05 pyramids with rows of C03(N03) groups
and rows of Cu04 square planar groups according to the sequence "Cu05-C03-(n - 2)Cu04".
5.

Physical Properties of

the

Oxycarbonates

5.1 OXYCARBONATES WITH "PURE" CARBONATE LAYERS. - The very important point which
characterizes the physical properties of the oxycarbonates built up from the intergrowth of 1201
or 2201 units with S2CC units and forming "pure" carbonate layers (Sect. 2), i. e. the [ 1201 ] m [Sr2
Cu02C03]n and [2201]m[Sr2Cu02C03]n members, is that they exhibit critical temperatures which
are higher than those of the 1201, 2201 and Sr2Cu02C03-parent structures. In that way, the
[1201]1[Sr2CU02CO311 oxycarbonates with thallium, mercury, (TI,M) and (Hg,M) (M Pb, Bi
and transition elements) layers exhibit critical temperature up to 70-77 K and good diamagnetic
volume fractions, as for example Tlo.sPbO.SSr4Cu2(C03)07 whereas the parent oxides Tlo.sPbo.sSrz
Cu05 and Sr2Cu02C03 do not superconduct. In the same way, the [2201]1[Sr2Cu02C03]n bismuth oxycarbonates with n = 1, 2 and 3 exhibit T~’s of 30 K, 40 K and 34 K, respectively which
are superior to that of the parent structures, Bi2Sr2Cu206 which is 22 K [70] and Sr2Cu02C03
which does not superconduct. Spectacular is also the increase of Te from 30 K to 40 K, as the
thickness of the non-superconducting layer [Sr2 Cu02 C03] m increases, and which goes through a
maximum for n 2. It seems that the number of carbonate layers between two successive copper
layers plays a role for the optimization of Tc. This is to be compared to the behavior of the thallium cuprates TI2Ba2Cam-1CUm02m+4 and TlBa2 Cam _ 1 Cum 02m+3 whose Te increases as the
number of copper layers increases and goes through a maximum for m = 3.
The oXycarbonates which exhibit mixed C/A layers (with A
Hg, Tl, Bi, Pb..) and "pure"
carbonate layers (Sect. 2), i.e. the {100} and {110} collapsed oxycarbonates derived from the
[ 1201 ]l [Sr2 CU02 C0311 compounds, exhibit also high critical temperatures, ranging between 60 K
and 70 K, and good diamagnetic volume fractions. It is important to note that, in these collapsed phases, the copper layers remain unchanged through the collapsing mechanism and that
the charge balance can be controlled through the cationic composition.
=

=

=

5.2 OXYCARBONATES

In the "123"-derivatives (Y1_xCax)n
MIXED CU/C LAYERS.
= C or N
M
with
two
series have been shown to exhibit
Ba2nCl13n-1(M03)~7n-3
(Sect. 4), only
superconducting properties: (Y,-,,Ca,,)0.95Sr2.05CU2.4(CO3)0.60y [71] and YCaBa4CU5(NO3)0.3
(C03)0.7011 [68] They both correspond to the n 2 members of the above series. These compounds have a Te (onset) of 66 K and 82 K respectively. Generally, the superconducting volume
fraction of these material is relatively small and the transitions are broad, suggesting a very inhomogeneous character of the samples. It should be noted that a new family of oxycarbonates
exhibiting mixed Cu/C layers has been recently obtained at high pressure [72, 73] with 1 - 1-type
ordering between Cu and C along b.
WITH

-

=

5.3 THE ROLE OF THE COLLAPSING PLANES. - The cuprate Bi16Sr28Cu17069+Ó and the oxycarbonate Bii5Sr29Cui2(C03)7056, represent two original collapsed structures that are deduced
from the layered cuprates and oxycarbonates by applying a shearing mechanism (Sect. 3). The
collapsed copper-based phases that have been synthesized up to date are listed in table III, together with their basic structures. Among these compounds, Bi16Sr28Cu17069+Ó is the only one
that involves Cu05 pyramids, the seven others being built up from Cu06 octahedra. In the same
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Fig.

21.

cuprate

-

Schematical

drawing

of the copper ribbon width for the different

collapsed

and

uncollapsed

structures.

way, among the oxycarbonates, Bii5Sr29Cui2(C03)~056, is the only one that displays triple rock
salt type ribbons [(BiO)2SrO]oo? the three other oxycarbonates having double rock salt-type ribbons such as [(T10)(SrO)]oo.
A first important observation is that a shearing mechanism applied to the bismuth cuprates leads
systematically to a rupture of the [Cu02] ~ layers with a disappearance of superconductivity . This
view point is confirmed by electrical resistivity measurements performed on Bii6Sr28Cui7069+~;
a semiconducting behaviour of this phase is indeed evidenced whatever the thermal annealing
under argon, air or oxygen at low temperature (Tab. III). The situation is different for the oxycarbonates since, in three compounds out of four, the infinite [CU021,,- layers are maintained
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shearing due to the fact that the carbonate layers and [A0]oo (A Tl, Hg, Pb) layers are
interchangeable; consequently the three phases TlBa2Sr2Cu2(C03)0~, HgBa2Sr2Cu2(C03)06_s
and Hgo.sPbo.sBa2Sr2Cu2(C03)07 are superconductors, with critical temperatures close to those
of the basic structures; in the oxycarbonate Bil5Sr29CU12(CO3)7056 the bismuth bilayer, much
thicker than the carbonate layer, implies an interruption of the [Cu02] oo layers after shearing; consequently, this phase does not superconduct (Tab. III), contrary to the basic structure Bi2Sr4Cu2
(C03)O8 that exhibits a Te of 30 K.
A second important feature concerns the width of the copper ribbons running along [010] of
these new collapsed phases. The octahedral or pyramidal copper ribbons and their relative positions are represented in Figure 21 without any drawing of the other cations. It appears that
the width of these ribbons which corresponds to 17 Cu05 pyramids for the collapsed to 2212
cuprate (~ 46 À) and to 14 octahedra for the collapsed 2201 oxycarbonate (N 35 À) is significantly larger than those observed for the collapsed 2201-cuprates where the width range from
5 octahedra (~ 13.5 À) to 8 octahedra (~ 21.6 Â). In this respect, these new structures are intermediate between the collapsed 2201 cuprates and the collapsed [1201]1[Sr2Cu02C03]1 and
[2201]1[Sr2Cu02C03~m oxycarbonates which exhibit infinite copper layers instead of tapes. This
interruption of the copper layers has very interesting potential applications for increasing the critical current of the superconducting cuprates, such as creation of pinning centers.
=
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